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Abstract
We propose an algorithm creating consistent, dense disparity maps from incomplete disparity data generated by a
conventional stereo system used in a wide-baseline configuration. The reference application is IBR-oriented immersive
videoconferencing, in which disparities are used by a view
synthesis module to create instantaneous views of remote
speakers consistent with the local speaker’s viewpoint. We
perform spline-based disparity interpolation within nonoverlapping regions. Regions are defined by discontinuity
boundaries identified in the incomplete disparity map. We
demonstrate very good results on significantly incomplete
disparity data computed by a conventional correlationbased stereo algorithm on a real wide-baseline stereo pair
acquired by an immersive videoconferencing system.

1 Introduction and related work
Videoconferencing systems have recently been reported
relying on multi-view computer vision (e.g., VIRTUE, the
HP Coliseum, NTII [2, 8, 4, 3, 1]), some of which immersive, i.e., aiming to achieve telepresence (or tele-immersion)
[8, 1]. The number of views, and consequently of the

Figure 1. The VIRTUE immersive videoconferencing station. Four cameras observing
the local participant are mounted around the
screen.

input colour video channels, is currently limited in immersive systems by the need of frame-rate processing of
high-quality images on mostly conventional platforms [4, 3]
and small maximum latency (approximately 200 ms, after
which conversation-style communication is disrupted and
structured turn-taking becomes necessary). As a consequence, no more than four or six cameras are normally used.
The cameras observing the local participant must be
placed around the screen (Figure 1). The local participant is therefore observed from a different viewpoint than
the remote participant’s one, creating the need for view reprojection, in turn needing disparity data [8]. If the screen is
large for the purpose of immersion (say 60 inches or more)
and at a short distance from the speaker (typically around
0.5 m), the cameras generate a wide-baseline multi-view
configuration. Figure 2 shows, for example, a stereo pair
acquired by the left stereo pair of cameras of the VIRTUE
prototype (Figure 1), for which the baseline was approximately 80cm, and the subject at approximately 1 metre from
the screen. In such a configuration, disparities may cover
large intervals and local appearance be severely altered by
scale, perspective and occlusions. This is exacerbated by
gestures bringing arms and hands much closer to the cameras than the body.
As a consequence, fast, conventional stereo algorithms
result in very incomplete disparity maps, especially after
enforcing left-right consistency. Simple, fast interpolation
schemes can be used to recover dense disparities, but at the
cost of introducing artifacts in the synthesised images. Figure 3 shows the left-right disparity map computed for the
pair in Figure 2 and the result of straightforward linear interpolation to complete the missing regions. The result ignores
boundaries between different depth regions (e.g., arms and
body), creates outliers which do not belong to any of the real
depth regions, and the hand is not recovered properly. The
consequences for view synthesis are illustrated eloquently
by Figure 7. Clearly, algorithms estimating dense disparity

Figure 2. VIRTUE stereo pair (cameras on left
and top of the screen, see Figure 1).

Figure 3. Left, disparity map after the left-right
consistency check; Right, the result of the
postprocessing using straightforward interpolation.
maps must preserve region discontinuities and limit depth
variations within regions to avoid outliers.
Notice that recent, robust algorithms for dense, widebaseline stereo [6, 11] are inapplicable here as either not
designed for real-time applications (e.g., [11] reports execution times of 15 minutes with 1500×1000 images, arguably
equivalent to 2 mins with 300 × 250 images), or designed
for sparse correspondences only [6].
We present an algorithm generating dense disparity maps
from incomplete ones consistently with the inter-region and
intra-region constraints pointed out above. The input is
formed by disparity maps computed by a conventional,
fast correlation-based stereo algorithm [9] enforcing leftright/right-left consistency. The resulting disparity maps
contain a large number of missing regions (Figure 3 left).
Smaller inconsistencies are removed by a simple median
filtering. Larger holes undergo a more thorough approach.
To guarantee that regions with no disparities are filled on
the basis of consistent data (i.e., no interpolation occurs between regions with very different depth values), we segment
the disparity map into depth layers. We also use hand segmentation. Hands are important as they suggest the location
of the arms, and are usually the closest parts to the screen,
generating the highest disparities and the sharpest discontinuities. The individual segmented depth regions are processed with cubic splines. No-data regions where the scene
exercises sharp depth discontinuities, are filled using a direct interpolation scheme constrained by depth layers suggested by [7]. Any remaining no-data region is filled by
extrapolation.
Disparity post-processing has been implemented in various IBR-oriented applications. Notably, Chang and Zakhor

[5] mention briefly cubic spline interpolation as one of the
steps in post-processing a disparity map, but give no details explaining the benefits of spline-based processing. The
constrained interpolation scheme proposed by Schreer et al.
[7] is primarily concerned with hand regions creating handbody occlusions and sharp depth discontinuities. They use
binary hand masks obtained from a hand-tracking algorithm
locating the hand regions in the video images, then process
any other regions with a simple texture-based inter- and extrapolation using texture similarity, but not the surrounding
disparities.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section II step by step describes our algorithm for disparity map
post-processing. Section III elaborates on the experimental
results. Section IV describes our conclusions and ideas for
future work.

2 The algorithm
2.1 Starting point
The starting point for the postprocessing is the result
of a pyramidal correlation [9] including left-right consistency check (Figure 3 left) run on a wide-baseline stereo
pair which has been previously foreground-segmented. The
resulting disparity map contains a number of areas where
the consistency check failed (or “holes”, shown in black in
Figure 3 left). A 7 × 7 median filtering is first run to close
minor holes and remove the obvious, isolated outliers.

2.2 Depth segmentation
The resulting disparity map is segmented into different depth regions using multi-modal histogram segmentation. Depth segmentation does not produce homogeneous
regions; due to the nature of the correlation algorithm, the
segmented regions are interspersed with sparse values belonging to other regions. In the region homogenising step
such values are removed using a 19x19 homogenising window and overwriting the regional outliers with the majority
region index. At this point, the disparity map has been segmented into disjoint homogeneous depth regions.

2.3 Spline fitting within the depth regions
Next, cubic-spline approximation is used to recover the
missing areas within individual regions. Notice that spline
fitting is only performed within the segmented regions and
not across region borders, in order to preserve region discontinuities. Before the actual spline fitting, disparity values within each region are processed with a RANSAC-like
algorithm removing the ambiguous outlying local values -

disparities within the individual depth regions are expected
to change smoothly.

2.4 Completing the hands
In videoconferencing, frequent gestures move the hands
in front of the body and therefore close to the cameras. This
generates much higher disparities than the body, as well as
significant occlusions. The correlation algorithm falls prey
of such problems, yielding wrong disparities which fail the
consistency check. We use a binary hand mask obtained by
the hand-tracking algorithm in [7], which recovers the hand
area using a constrained interpolation approach suggested
by [7].

Figure 4. Left and right disparity maps after
the consistency check. There are a number of
regions with no data which need completing.
Final disparity map.

2.5 Spline fitting across the region boundaries
The hands can generate the highest disparities, as they
are the part of the body which usually comes closer to the
camera. In the remainder of the disparity map, neighbouring regions are separated by smaller depth discontinuities.
It may therefore make sense to use cubic-spline approximation across the borders of such limited discontinuities.

2.6 Finalising the disparity map
The previous step does not close all remaining holes in
the disparity map. If the boundary of a region includes the
figure’s boundary (i.e., the figure-background boundary),
data supporting spline approximation is available on one
side only. Such regions are therefore filled by expanding
the internal region disparities towards the boundary.

3 Experimental results
We have evaluated the proposed algorithm on stereo
pairs from the VIRTUE videoconferencing station [2, 8].
The input stereo pair is shown in Figure 2.
Figure 4 shows the corresponding left and right disparity maps after the consistency check. The missing disparity data regions are marked in black. Figure 5 top left
shows the left disparity map split into disjoint depth regions
and 5 top right the result of spline fitting within individual
depth regions. The result of the next step (hand completion)
is shown in Figure 5 bottom left, and that of inter-region
(across-boundary) spline fitting in Figure 5 bottom right.
The final extrapolation step generates dense disparity maps
shown in Figure 6 left and 6 right ( left-right and right-left
disparity maps, respectively).
To illustrate comparatively the benefits brought about by
our algorithm to view synthesis, we show in Figure 7 top left
a novel view synthesised using the original disparity map
(no post-processing), the dense disparity maps achieved by

Figure 5. Top left: disjoint depth regions of
the disparity map. Top right: result of spline
fitting within the depth regions. Bottom left:
completing the hands. Bottom right: fitting
the splines across the depth regions.
straightforward linear interpolation (Figure 7 top right), and
the one generated by our algorithm (Figure 7 bottom). For
view synthesis, we used our own version of the trilinear reprojection algorithm [?]. The unprocessed disparities are
obviously unusable. The linear interpolation yields a plausible result, but containing a serious amount of artifacts concentrated around depth region boundaries. Using disparities
generated by our algorithm, artifacts have been very much
reduced, as boundaries between depth regions are clearer
and depth variations within regions are limited by spline
fitting, bringing an apparent, significant improvement. The
quality of our result must be judged considering the severely
incomplete disparity maps which are input to the algorithm,
and that only limited assumptions on the scene are used.

4 Conclusions
We have presented an algorithm generating dense disparity maps from severely sparse disparity data. We recover
homogeneous depth regions from the video frames and the
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